The VertEx is one of the most affordable digital or film/CR solutions that adapts to the practices that want affordability, versatility and reliability to perform upright and extremity imaging. The combination of a variable tube stand and tilting wall stand delivers the flexibility to accomplish a wide variety of upright and extremity views. Experience high throughput and low cost of ownership with VertEx by TXR.

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:

13-RA-23/S105-8 Floor Wall Mount Tube Stand
- Platform tube mount, 90° tube rotation
- Magnetic locks control vertical movement (mechanical lock for tube rotation)
- 23” (58.4 cm) Tube arm
- Angle indicator
- 96” (243.8 cm) Floor track

13-BFT-GC/S102 Tilting Wall Stand
- Floor wall mounted
- 15.5” to 79” (39.4 x 200.7 cm) Vertical travel
- Magnetic lock controls vertical movement, mechanical lock for tilt
- +90° to -45° Forward tilt from vertical position
- Optional inverted tilt provides +45° to -70° forward tilt from vertical position
- 17” x 17” (43 x 43 cm) Grid cabinet
- 103 line, 10:1 ratio grid
- Cassette tray

E7239GX X-Ray Tube
- 140,000 Heat units
- 1.0 x 2.0 mm focal spots
- Other tubes optional

Generators
- 320, 400 or 500 mA High Frequency

CML125-0001-C Collimator
- Certified manual collimator
- 30 to 120 second adjustable light on timer
- Laser light cross hairs
- LED light source
- Retractable tape measure
- Swivel mount

10540-25 High Tension Cables
- 25’ (762 cm) Long

Options
- 14”x17” (35 x 43 cm) or 17”x17” (43 x 43 cm) Digital panel
- Various grids
- 120” (304.8 cm) Floor track